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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

1 . A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set forth in

37 CFR 1 .17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is

eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.1 14, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e)

has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to

37 CFR 1.1 14. Applicant's submission filed on 1/15/2008 has been entered.

Response to Arguments

2. In response to communications filed on 1/15/2008, applicant amends claims 1,6, 11, 15,

18, 19, 21, 23-25, and 28, claiml remains objected as explained in the objection below, the

rejection was not directed to the fingerprint, but "the values". The 1 12th rejection of the claims

has been withdrawn with respect to the amendment. The following claims 1-30 are presented for

examination.

2. 1 Applicant's arguments filed on 1/15/2008 have been fully considered but they are not

fully persuasive as amended. Applicant argues that the prior art does not disclose "the circuit

being disposed on a silicon die and comprising two or more devices formed on the silicon die for

a digital fingerprint, the digital fingerprint being based at least in part on an electrical

characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit due to a process by which the silicon die
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was manufactured" as amended. However, previously cited art Lofstrom discloses this limitation

and the rejection of the claims is set forth below.

Information Disclosure Statement

3. The information disclosure statement filed on 1/15/2008 and 3/8/2008 has been

considered by the Examiner.

Claim Objections

4. Claim 1 and the intervening claims are objected to because in step (d), the phrase "the

fingerprinting values" the fingerprinting value. Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

5. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and

distinctly claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

5.1 Claims 14, 18-22, and 24 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

5.2 Claims 14 and 18-22 recite limitations referring to subsections that were not previously

disclosed in the claims they are dependent of. For instance, claim 14 recites step (d) and claim

1 1 has a step (d); claim 18 is referring to steps (d) and (f) of claim 15; claim 19 is referring to

step (e) of claim 15; claim 20 is referring to step (g); claim 21 depends on claim 15, and starts
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with step (e). Claim 24 recites "said sections" it is not clear which sections the claim is referring

to and further disclosed selecting "the" index identification. . . There is insufficient antecedent

basis for these limitations in the claims.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §103

6. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or

described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter

sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have

been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to

which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which

the invention was made.

Claims 11-30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 6,381,346

to Eraslan in view ofUS Patent 6,161,213 to Lofstrom.

As per claim 11, Eraslan discloses a method for resolving an identification, said method

comprising the steps of (a) receiving a digital fingerprint (see claim 1) and further discloses the

fingerprint corresponds to characteristics of a circuit (i.e. the imaging system or the computer

system (see column 15, lines 43-47 and column 15, lines 5-18); (b) dividing the digital

fingerprint into at least two sections, the sections comprising a series of bits (see columns 13-14
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and claim 1); (c) storing the sections in association with an index identification in a database (see

columns 13-14 and claim 1); and (d) repeating steps (a) - (c) a desired number of times (see

columns 13-14 and claim 1). Eraslan does not explicitly disclose the circuit being disposed on a

silicon die and comprising two or more devices formed on the silicon die for a digital fingerprint,

the digital fingerprint being based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or

more devices of the circuit due to a process by which the silicon die was manufactured.

Lofstrom in an analogous art teaches a circuit being disposed on a silicon die and comprising

two or more devices formed on the silicon die for a digital fingerprint, the digital fingerprint

being based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit

due to a process by which the silicon die was manufactured (see column 2, lines 50-65; column

4, line 58 through column 5, line 45). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Eraslan to provide a circuit wherein

the fingerprint is based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices

of the circuit due to a process by which the silicon die was manufactured as taught by Lofstrom.

This modification would have been obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art would have

some of the advantages disclosed by Lofstrom (see column 4, lines 10-21).

As per claim 12, Eraslan discloses the limitation of wherein said storing step (c)

comprises the steps of storing each section in a separate table in association with the index

identification (see figure 33 and see column 4, lines 18-32; column 12; column 13, lines 28-32);

see also column 9, lines 18-20).
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As per claims 13, 17, 27, and 30, Eraslan discloses the limitation of wherein separate

database servers support each table (see figure 33).

As per claim 14, Eraslan discloses the limitation of (d) receiving a digital fingerprint

(see claim 1); (e) dividing the digital fingerprint into at least two sections, said sections

comprising a series of bits (see columns 13-14 and claim 1; see also column 12, lines 28-42); (f)

scanning the database for sections stored in step (c) that match the sections of step (e) (see

column 14, lines 3-13 and column 15, lines 34-48); (g) selecting the index identification

associated with a statistically sufficient number of matching sections (see column 9, lines 7-12;

column 14, lines 3-13 and column 15, lines 34-48).

As per claim 15, Eraslan discloses a method for identifying a digital fingerprint

corresponding to an integrated circuit from a database including a population of fingerprints, the

method comprising the steps of (a) receiving a digital fingerprint (see claim 1); (b) scanning for

sections of the fingerprints stored in the database that match corresponding sections of the

fingerprint received in step (a) (see column 15, lines 34-48); (c) selecting the fingerprint stored in

the database associated with a statistically sufficient number of matching sections (see column

14, lines 3-13; column 10, lines 27-35 and claim 17). Eraslan is silent as to the circuit

comprising two or more devices formed on the integrated circuit for a digital fingerprint, the

digital fingerprint being based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more

devices of the integrated circuit due to a process by which the integrated circuit was

manufactured. Lofstrom in an analogous art teaches a circuit being disposed on a silicon die
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and comprising two or more devices formed on the silicon die for a digital fingerprint, the digital

fingerprint being based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices

of the circuit due to a process by which the silicon die was manufactured (see column 2, lines 50-

65; column 4, line 58 through column 5, line 45). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one

of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Eraslan to provide a

circuit wherein the fingerprint is based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or

more devices of the circuit due to a process by which the integrated circuit was manufactured as

taught by Lofstrom. This modification would have been obvious because one of ordinary skill

in the art would have some of the advantages disclosed by Lofstrom (see column 4, lines 10-

21).

As per claim 28, Eraslan discloses an apparatus for identifying a digital fingerprint

comprising a fingerprint section database, the database including digital fingerprints comprising

a series of sections stored in association with an index identification (see column 15, lines 34-

48); a server operably coupled to the fingerprint section database (see column 11, lines 21-30 and

lines 50-57) wherein the server receives a digital fingerprint and scans the fingerprint associated

with a statistically sufficient number of sections that match corresponding sections of the

received digital fingerprints (see column 12, lines 50-60 and column 14, lines 3-13); (see also

column 10, lines 27-35 and claim 17). Eraslan is silent as to the circuit comprising two or more

devices formed on the integrated circuit for a digital fingerprint, the digital fingerprint being

based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the integrated

circuit due to a process by which the integrated circuit was manufactured. Lofstrom in an
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analogous art teaches a circuit being disposed on a silicon die and comprising two or more

devices formed on the silicon die for a digital fingerprint, the digital fingerprint being based at

least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit due to a

process by which the silicon die was manufactured (see column 2, lines 50-65; column 4, line 58

through column 5, line 45). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to modify Eraslan to provide a circuit wherein the

fingerprint is based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of

the circuit due to a process by which the integrated circuit was manufactured as taught by

Lofstrom. This modification would have been obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art

would have some of the advantages disclosed by Lofstrom (see column 4, lines 10-21).

As per claim 18, Eraslan discloses dividing codes in sections and storing the stability

value of the least stable bit in each section in association with a section identifier and the most

probable digital fingerprint (see column 13, lines 25 through column 14; see column 14, lines 44-

47 and column 9, line 57 through column 10, line 21).

As per claim 19, Eraslan discloses the limitation of (g) transmitting at least two section

identifiers and corresponding sections of the most probable digital fingerprint, the sections

having the highest stability values calculated in step (e) (see column 4, lines 59-67 and column 9,

line 57 through column 10, line 35).
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As per claim 20, Eraslan discloses the limitation of wherein the number of sections

transmitted in step (g) is statistically sufficient to find a matching digital fingerprint (see column

4, lines 45-58 and column 9, line 57 through column 10, line 35).

As per claims 16, 26, and 29, Eraslan discloses the limitation of wherein the database

comprises at least two section tables each ofwhich stores a separate section of the fingerprints in

association with a corresponding index identification (see columns 13-14 and claim 1); and

wherein the scanning step (b) comprises scanning the section tables with corresponding sections

of the digital fingerprint received in step (a) (see column 15, lines 34-48).

As per claim 21, Eraslan discloses (e) receiving a digital fingerprint, the digital

fingerprint comprising at least two sections, wherein the sections comprise a series of bits (see

columns 13-14 and claim 1); (f) receiving section identifiers and corresponding stability values

for each section of the digital fingerprint (see column 4, lines 59-67 and column 9, line 57

through column 10, line 21); (g) using the sections having the highest stability values, scanning

the database to locate matching sections (see column 10, lines 22-35); and (h) selecting the index

identification associated with a statistically sufficient number of matching sections (see column

4, lines 45-58 and column 9, line 57 through column 10, line 35).

As per claim 22, Eraslan discloses the limitation of (i) ifno index identification

corresponds to a statistically sufficient number of matching sections, scanning the database for

all sections stored in step (c) that match the sections received in step (e) (see column 9, lines 7-
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17 and column 5, lines 5-10); and (j) selecting the index identification associated with a

statistically sufficient number of matching sections (see column 4, lines 45-58 and column 9, line

57 through column 10, line 35).

Claim 23 recites the same limitations found in claim 21 and claim 15. Therefore, claim

23 is rejected based on the same rationale as the rejection of claims 22 and 15.

As per claim 24, Eraslan discloses the limitation of (e) receiving at least two section

identifiers and corresponding sections of a digital fingerprint, said sections comprising a series of

bits (see column 4, lines 59-67); (f) scanning the database to find sections stored in step (c) that

match sections received in step (e) (see column 9, lines 35-56); and (g) selecting the index

identification associated with a statistically sufficient number of matching sections (see column

4, lines 45-58 and column 9, line 57 through column 10, line 35).

As per claim 25, Eraslan discloses a method for identifying a digital fingerprint from a

database including a population of fingerprints, the method comprising the steps of (a) receiving

at least two section identifiers and corresponding sections of a digital fingerprint, said sections

comprising a series of bits (see column 4, lines 59-67); (b) scanning the database to find sections

of the stored fingerprints corresponding to the section identifiers received in step (a) that match

the sections received in step (a) (see column 9, lines 35-54); and (c) selecting the fingerprint

associated with a statistically sufficient number of matching sections (see column 4, lines 45-58

and column 9, line 57 through column 10, line 35). Eraslan is silent as to the circuit comprising
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two or more devices formed on the integrated circuit for a digital fingerprint, the digital

fingerprint being based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices

of the integrated circuit due to a process by which the integrated circuit was manufactured.

Lofstrom in an analogous art teaches a circuit being disposed on a silicon die and comprising

two or more devices formed on the silicon die for a digital fingerprint, the digital fingerprint

being based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit

due to a process by which the silicon die was manufactured (see column 2, lines 50-65; column

4, line 58 through column 5, line 45). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Eraslan to provide a circuit wherein

the fingerprint is based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices

of the circuit due to a process by which the integrated circuit was manufactured as taught by

Lofstrom. This modification would have been obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art

would have some of the advantages disclosed by Lofstrom (see column 4, lines 10-21).

7. Claims 1-4, 6-8 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over US

Patent 6,026,193 to Rhoads in view ofUS Patent 6,058238 to Ng in view ofUS Patent

6,161,213 to Lofstrom.

As per claim 1, Rhoads discloses a method for resolving the most probable digital

fingerprint from a circuit (see figure 5), the circuit outputting a digital fingerprint comprising a

series of bits, the method comprising the steps of (a) polling the circuit for a digital fingerprint

(see column 7); (b) recording the digital fingerprint (see column 7); (c) repeating steps (a) and
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(b) a desired number of times to result in a fingerprinting value for a corresponding iteration of

said polling and recording (see column 7); and (d) calculating the most probable digital

fingerprint from the values yielded in steps (a) - (c) (see column 7, see also columns 3-4).

Rhoads suggests restarting the encoding process, i.e. resetting the noise source to repeat the

sequence just produced in order to generate a unique code number that could be interpreted as

polling the circuit at power up for a digital fingerprint (column 21, line 59 through column 22,

line 3). Ng in an analogous art teaches polling a circuit at power up each time for a new

identifier in order to create a resetting period so that a unique recorder identifier (fingerprint) is

generated (see column 7, lines 14-34). This provides control for recording to only a particular

recorder (see column 2, lines 26-30). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the method of Rhoads to generate a

device identifier at power up so that the chances of having two devices with the same identifier is

very negligible (one out of 16 million) as taught by Ng. This modification would have been

obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated by the suggestions

provided by Ng so as to provide control for recording to only a particular recorder (see column 2,

lines 26-30). Rhoads does not explicitly disclose the circuit being disposed on a silicon die and

comprising two or more devices formed on the silicon die for a digital fingerprint, the digital

fingerprint being based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices

of the circuit due to a process by which the silicon die was manufactured. Lofstrom in an

analogous art teaches a circuit being disposed on a silicon die and comprising two or more

devices formed on the silicon die for a digital fingerprint, the digital fingerprint being based at

least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit due to a
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process by which the silicon die was manufactured (see column 2, lines 50-65; column 4, line 58

through column 5, line 45). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to modify Rhoads to provide a circuit wherein the

fingerprint is based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of

the circuit due to a process by which the silicon die was manufactured as taught by Lofstrom.

This modification would have been obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art would have

some of the advantages disclosed by Lofstrom (see column 4, lines 10-21).

As per claim 2, Rhoads discloses the limitation of (e) storing the most probable digital

fingerprint (see column 5, lines 13-15).

As per claim 3, Rhoads discloses the limitation of (e) calculating the stability value of at

least one bit in said digital fingerprint (see column 16, lines 13-51).

As per claim 4, Rhoads discloses the limitation of (f) storing the most probable digital

fingerprint in association with the stability value calculated in step (e) (see column 16, lines 18-

48; see also column 17, lines 25-37).

As per claim 6, Rhoads discloses the limitation of an apparatus providing a digital

fingerprint comprising a digital fingerprint circuit, said digital fingerprint circuit outputting a

digital fingerprint comprising a plurality of bits (see figures 5-6); a control circuit, said control

circuit operably connected to the digital fingerprint circuit and programmed to iteratively read
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the digital fingerprint a predetermined number of times (see column 9); and wherein the control

circuit calculates the most probable digital fingerprint based on the iterative reads of the digital

fingerprint circuit (see column 9). Rhoads also discloses that the technique can be applied to a

variety of technology including piracy and authentication, for instance, as fingerprint associated

with scanning of a personal card (see fig. 25). "It is clear that wherever a

material exists which is capable of being modulated by "noise-

like" signals, that material is an appropriate carrier for

unique identification codes and utilization of the principles of

the invention .
" Rhoads further discloses an embodiment using a black box system as a

real time encoder (figure 5). Ng in an analogous art teaches polling a circuit at power up each

time for a new identifier in order to create a resetting period so that a unique recorder identifier

(fingerprint) is generated (see column 7, lines 14-34). This provides control for recording to

only a particular recorder (see column 2, lines 26-30). Therefore, it would have been obvious to

one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the method of

Rhoads to generate device identifier corresponding to electrical characteristics of a plurality of

devices so that the chances of having two devices with the same identifier is very negligible (one

out of 16 million) as taught by Ng. This modification would have been obvious because one of

ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated by the suggestions provided by Ng so as to

provide control for recording to only a particular device(see column 2, lines 26-30). Eraslan

does not explicitly disclose the circuit being disposed on a silicon die and comprising two or

more devices formed on the silicon die for a digital fingerprint, the digital fingerprint being

based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit due
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to a process by which the silicon die was manufactured. Lofstrom in an analogous art teaches a

circuit being disposed on a silicon die and comprising two or more devices formed on the silicon

die for a digital fingerprint, the digital fingerprint being based at least in part on an electrical

characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit due to a process by which the silicon die

was manufactured (see column 2, lines 50-65; column 4, line 58 through column 5, line 45).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made to modify Eraslan to provide a circuit wherein the fingerprint is based at least in part

on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit due to a process by which

the silicon die was manufactured as taught by Lofstrom. This modification would have been

obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art would have some of the advantages disclosed by

Lofstrom (see column 4, lines 10-21).

As per claim 7, Rhoads discloses the limitation of further comprising a memory

operably connected to the control circuit wherein the control circuit stores the most probable

digital fingerprint in the memory (see figure 6).

As per claim 8, Rhoads discloses the limitation of wherein the control circuit calculates

a stability value for at least one bit of the digital fingerprint based on the iterative reads of the

digital fingerprint circuit (see column 9 and column 16, lines 13-51).
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8. Claims 5, 9, 10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over US Patent

6,026,193 to Rhoads in view ofUS Patent 6,058238 to Ng in view ofUS Patent 6,161,213 to

Lofstrom as applied to claims 1-4, 6-8 and further in view ofUS Patent 6,381,346 to Eraslan.

As per claims 5 and 9, Rhoads substantially discloses calculating the stability value of

each bit in said digital fingerprint (see column 16, lines 13-51; see also columns 21-22). Rhoads

further discloses storing the stability value of the least stable bit in association with the most

probable digital fingerprint (see column 16, lines 18-48; see also column 17, lines 25-37; see also

column 23). Rhoads does not explicitly teach storing for each section, the stability value of the

least stable bit in each section in association with a section identifier and the most probable

digital fingerprint calculated in step (d). However, Eraslan in an analogous art teaches dividing

codes in sections and storing the stability value of the least stable bit in each section in

association with a section identifier and the most probable digital fingerprint (see column 13,

lines 25 through column 14; see column 14, lines 44-47). Therefore, it would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the method of

Rhoads to divide each section with stability value associated with section identifier and most

probable fingerprint to provide a fast search engine as taught by Eraslan. This modification

would have been obvious because one skilled in the art would have been motivated by the

suggestions provided by Eraslan so as to provide a fast search engine for large collection of data

(see column 3, lines 1-8).
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As per claim 10, Rhoads discloses the limitation of further comprising means for

transmitting the digital fingerprint and the stability values stored in the memory (see column 16,

lines 40-60).

Conclusion

9. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to CARL COLIN whose telephone number is (571)272-3862. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Thursday, 8:00-6:30 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Nasser G. Moazzami can be reached on 571-272-4195. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). Ifyou would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Carl Colin/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2136

September 19, 2008


